SGIP News, Events, and Announcements

April 21, 2016

President's Update
Members,
I am pleased to announce that after a long negotiation, SGIP has
officially received its award for the DOE Orange Button℠
program. The Orange Button initiative aims to simplify and
standardize solar data so that state governments, customers, utilities,
financiers, solar companies, entrepreneurs, and other stakeholders
can exchange quality data. Because access to high quality data
impacts more than half of the total price of a residential PV system, a
robust data infrastructure for the solar industry is needed to enable
rapid and seamless data exchanges between producers and consumers of solar data. By creating solar
data standards, open marketplaces, and tools for accessing data by the private sector, the Orange
Button initiative aims to reduce transaction inefficiencies and improve market transparency in a selfsustaining manner. The SGIP award is for $615,000 over two years. SGIP will execute the role of
stakeholder engagement, strategy, and requirements generation along with our partner SEIA (Solar
Energy Information Association). Public meetings will be held and any interested parties should contact

Aaron Smallwood at asmallwood@sgip.org if you are interested in having your company perspective
heard.
Stay tuned for the April 25th launch of our new website. The new site will be mobile-friendly and
easier for guests to find white papers, webinar content, and general information. We will continue to
build out areas of the website after the launch so feel free to provide your feedback once it goes live.
Thank you to John Bubb (Southern California Edison) and Aleksi Paaso (ComEd) for accepting the
Industry chair positions for the new Grid Management Working group. This utility-only group is focused
on the impact to the utility with high penetration of DER and plans to generate requirements and use
cases for what is needed. Once the utilities have composed their requirements, the group will reach out
to the broader industry of stakeholders to seek input and tailoring of these requirements.
SGIP along with EPRI, DOE, NIST, various utilities, National Labs, and associations met this month at
Southern California Edison to discuss the future vision for telecommunications within the electricity
sector. Thanks to Don Von Dollen from EPRI and Erich Gunther from EnerNex for orchestrating and
facilitating the event. The group met and prioritized research and development activities needed to
achieve the future vision. Materials from the workshop can be found on the GRID3.0 SharePoint site
at http://bit.ly/1SosAce
I would like to extend a warm welcome to the following new members of SGIP: Hitachi Consulting and
National Grid. We are so pleased to have you joining our collaborative efforts.

Sharon Allan
President and CEO

Announcements

SGIP Selected to Lead Stakeholder Engagement
and Strategy for Orange Button℠
The U.S. Department of Energy SunShot Initiative has awarded SGIP more than $600,000 over two
years to manage the new Orange Button℠ initiative.
SGIP will execute the role of stakeholder engagement, strategy, and requirements generation along
with its partner SEIA (Solar Energy Information Association) to streamline the way the solar industry
establishes and manages data. SGIP will convene industry leaders to identify the use cases and
frameworks required to develop broadly applicable data standards for the solar industry.
In conjunction with SunSpec Alliance, kWh Analytics, and the National Renewable Energy Laboratory

(NREL), SGIP will work to create a standard, robust data infrastructure for the solar industry,
allowing banks and financiers to more easily analyze solar assets and integrate more solar into their
portfolios.

For more information:
http://www.sgip.org/SGIP-Orange-Button-Press-Release
http://www.sgip.org/Orange-Button-Press-Release-Joint-Announcement

PMO Update from Aaron Smallwood,
SGIP Director of Technology Operations
Orange Button Launch
I’m pleased to announce that the Orange Button initiative, part of
theU.S. Department of Energy SunShot Initiative, has officially
launched. SGIP won the award to lead a 24-month stakeholder and
engagement management project focused on identifying inefficiencies
in the way data is utilized across the solar industry in the solar project
lifecycle. By harmonizing and refining solar industry data models, the
goal of the program is to reduce soft costs of solar project costs
encouraging broader solar adoption.
We’ll do this in Phase I by conducting a large and targeted outreach
campaign across the solar industry to convene participants to perform
requirements gathering and definition. The SunSpec Alliance and kWh Analytics will use those
requirements to build harmonized solar asset data models and then develop and deploy a solar data
exchange.
Catalog of Standards Update
A new Catalog of Standards candidate has been submitted to the SGIP PMO by the HBI Working
Group – Home, Building, and Industry to Grid. The ANSI/CEA-2045 Modular Communications Interface
(MCI) for Energy Management standard enables any product to connect to any type of demand

response system (AMI, SEP, OpenADR) or home or building network. It encourages manufacturers to
build an MCI into their products that can accept a simple communications module.
Also, the documentation for the NAESB OpenFMB™ Model Business Practices standard has been
submitted by PAP-26 (OpenFMB™) team for inclusion into the Catalog of Standards.
Interoperability Process Reference Manual Update—Call for Volunteers
The SGIP Smart Grid Testing and Certification Committee (SGTCC) is seeking participants for a new
Working Group to develop a user guide for the Interoperability Process Reference Manual
(IPRM). Please contact Aaron Smallwood at asmallwood@sgip.org or Cuong Nguyen, Vice Chair of the
SGTCC at cuong.nguyen@nist.gov. for more information or if you are interested in volunteering.
OpenFMB™ Update
OpenFMB™ continues on use case selection for the next round of demonstrations
planned for SGIP’s 2016 Grid Modernization Summit in November in Washington
DC. Work is also underway to establish an online presence and destination for application developers
and interested people to access an OpenFMB™ developer’s kit, reference documentation, sample
code, and other OpenFMB™ information.

The team has tentatively planned a day an in-person meeting in June to work on use case
development. A series of webinars have been scheduled to help continue spreading awareness about
OpenFMB™.
In April the OpenFMB™ team approved submission of the NAESB OpenFMB™ Model Business
Practices Standard to the SGIP PMO for review and inclusion into the SGIP Catalog of Standards.

Member Spotlight

Each month SGIP will turn the spotlight on a member who is making an impact in their
professional field and around the association. These members exemplify the mission of SGIP to
advance grid modernization. It's a great way for you to you meet your colleagues and find
members with similar interests.

Tim Wolf
Tim Wolf is the Director of Marketing for Smart Grid Solutions at Itron Inc. Mr.
Wolf is responsible for developing strategy and overseeing Itron’s marketing
programs for the company’s electric utility customers throughout the world. Prior
to “rejoining” Itron in 2010, Mr. Wolf spent the past nearly three years as a senior
consultant at R.W. Beck and SAIC (now Leidos), focusing on Smart Grid
consulting services for both investor-owned and municipal utilities. Before that,
he worked at Itron for 10 years, leading Itron’s corporate marketing
communications team. He is a frequent speaker and presenter at global industry
conferences, and writer in the industry trade press.
Click here to read more about Tim.

SGIP News

Grid Management Working Group Update
The ‘utility only’ Grid Management Group has been formed with the purpose of bringing together grid
operations technology and business leaders from utilities to discuss key operational
concepts/capabilities and architecture principles relating to future Grid Control and Operational
technologies needed to manage a more complex grid due to the rapid rise of DERs. The group is
chaired by Aleksi Paaso, ComEd and John Bubb, SCE.
A series of monthly meetings have been scheduled around various topics with a focus on the grid of the
future and the impact with high penetration of DER. Meetings will rotate between both coasts, to be
hosted by various utilities. Dial-in information will be provided for each of the meetings, but it is strongly
encouraged that members attend live, due to the nature of the meetings.
Workshop Approach
At each monthly meeting, a few utilities will present their experiences with implementing a ‘topic of
discussion for that month’ or other advanced distribution automation applications to date as well as any
concepts and plans currently in development. Utilities will present their existing capability, barriers they
have encountered, and challenges with aging infrastructure.
Participants will jointly develop a high-level conceptual architecture diagram to identify key components
and will facilitate discussion during the workshop. A moderated discussion will help discover the key use
cases that should drive common requirements development, followed by a vote to select those cases
and discussions to develop key functional and non-functional requirements. The moderator will ensure
coverage of all zones in the architecture, and ensure that any barriers to implementation are addressed.
By the end of the workshop, key common requirements and challenges to implementation will have
been identified as well as tasks associated with mitigating those barriers. Action items will be identified

to execute on the tasking for new working parties within the working group, elsewhere in the SGIP, or
within other organizations.
2nd Meeting Held April 19th at SCE
SGIP held its second monthly meeting on April 19, 2016, hosted at Southern California Edison from
8:30 a.m. to 5 pm PST.
This meeting focused on collaborating to develop common requirements related to the implementation
of an advanced FLISR application. This included identifying requirements for sectionalizing device
communications at the controller, field area network communications, distribution automation control
applications, back office applications, system integration, and overall architecture. Also discussed were
barriers to implementing advanced distribution automation functionality – technical, financial, process,
integration, security, and regulatory.
Mark Your Calendar
Lesley Strand has distributed “outlook calendar” invites for several meetings. Please mark your
calendars with these dates. If you are a utility and have not received calendar invites and are interested
in attending upcoming Grid Management Working Group meetings, please email Lesley
at lstrand@sgip.org to request the meeting invites.

More SGIP News

Join the New SGTCC Working Group
The SGIP Smart Grid Testing and Certification Committee (SGTCC) is seeking participants for a new
Working Group to develop a user guide for the Interoperability Process Reference Manual (IPRM).
SGIP and the National Electrical Manufactures Association (NEMA) have successfully converted the
Interoperability Process Reference Manual (IPRM) into an ANSI/NEMA standard. The IPRM, a key
foundational element of the SGTCC, contains recommendations on testing and certification processes
and best practices that enhance the introduction of interoperable products in the marketplace. These
recommendations build upon international standards-based processes for interoperability testing and
certification. The user guide will include further direction on how to establish an Interoperability Testing
and Certification Authority (ITCA) as well as a set of frequently asked questions.
If you are interested in participating, please contact Cuong Nguyen, Vice Chair of the SGTCC
atcuong.nguyen@nist.gov.

Who’s Testing What? Help SGIP Find Out
For anyone seeking to conduct research related to solar integration, battery energy storage devices,
electric vehicles, Microgrids, and other pieces of our emerging and modernized grid, it helps to know
who else is doing similar research and what’s being examined. After all, that knowledge could lead to
valuable collaborations or reduce wasteful duplicate efforts.
That’s why SGIP launched its North American Grid Modernization Test Bed Survey in 2015, and we
want to make it even bigger and better in 2016. However, we need your help.
In case you missed it, last year’s report covered test beds at utilities, universities, national labs and
corporations. We reported what elements of the Smart Grid each test bed was examining, and we
indicated whether the test beds were open to collaboration. Click here to access the report.
We’re asking you, our members, to take a look at last year’s report and let us know how you think we
could improve it, what else you’d like to see in the report, and if you’d like to be involved!
Please let us know:






Do you have a test bed that we didn’t include in last year’s report?
Do you know of a test bed we missed?
Are there specific areas of research you’d like us to include in the survey?
Are there questions we didn’t ask, but should?

Send your replies to Aaron Smallwood (asmallwood@sgip.org) SGIP’s Director of Technical
Operations. We’ll be launching the next test bed survey this summer. Help us make it a useful tool for
you and your fellow SGIP members.

Suzanne Lightman is New Interim Chair for SGCC
Suzanne Lightman will serve as the interim chair of the SGIP Smart Grid Cybersecurity
Committee. Ramesh Reddi has decided to return to full time consulting. Akhlesh Kaushiva will serve
as the SGCC Vice Chair.
Suzanne has over a decade of experience in information security policy in positions all over the
government, as well as in the private sector. She has held positions in both the legislative and
executive branches which gives her a unique perspective on the development and implementation of
government policy. Currently, Ms. Lightman is a Senior Advisor at the Computer Security Division of
the Information Technology Lab at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).
Upcoming SGCC Activities
When revisions are completed to SGIP charter templates, the SGCC will review its charter and hold
leadership elections to elect a new chair and vice-chair.
In the meantime, work for the SGCC continues and in March they met and discussed the 2016 work
agenda and subgroup structure which includes: 1) SGCC Privacy Working Group, 2) OpenFMB
Cybersecurity Task Force, 3) Cybersecurity Standards Working Group, and 4) Utility focused Cyber
security framework document group.
The SGIP PMO has started the Catalog of Standards review process for two standards. The recently
approved NAESB OpenFMB Model Business Practices standard has also been submitted for CoS

review and will begin the process soon. The SGCC Cybersecurity Standards Working Group will be
performing the cybersecurity reviews of these candidate standards.

Attention: DTECH 2017 Abstracts Due June 13th
Do you want to attend DistribuTECH 2017? Would you like to share your expertise with the industry?
Have you been looking to demonstrate your SGIP thought leadership? Well here’s an opportunity.
DistribuTECH 2017: Call for Abstracts
DistribuTECH is the biggest North American utility-focused trade show each year, and many session
speakers get into the show at no cost.
Right now, DistribuTECH conference managers are accepting abstracts for sessions. If your SGIP
working group or committee has project-based work that would make an attention-grabbing
presentation, we encourage you create and submit an abstract for DistribuTECH 2017.
Should your presentation be accepted by the DistribuTECH program committee, you could earn free
show attendance. One presenter per session gets in free, which means utility professionals save $495,
and non-utility professionals save $900.
A speaker’s show pass includes access to the entire conference – session entry, free lunches,
networking events and utility proceedings. Utility University sessions are sold separately, so they’re not
part of the speakers’ conference passes.
Along with conference access, your speaker credentials also are a great career builder. If your abstract
is accepted, your session will be promoted in PennWell show promotions and on the DistribuTECH
website.
Don’t miss this great opportunity to attend DistribuTECH, share your expertise and demonstrate SGIP
thought leadership. The deadline to submit abstracts is June 13. Click here for information on submitting
an abstract.

LinkedIn Update
As of March 25, 2016, SGIP migrated all content/posts over to the SGIP LinkedIn
Company Page. All upcoming events, whitepapers, announcements etc. will now
be posted on the SGIP Company Page.
We encourage our group members to follow our SGIP Company Page to stay upto-date on the latest SGIP and industry news- if you are not currently following
our page please click here and select "Follow."

Coming Soon:
SGIP Website Redesign
In response to member recommendations, SGIP will
be launching a redesigned public website with the
aim to improve the website environment and
experience, as well as make SGIP intellectual
assets, announcements, and SGIP member info,
easier to reach and more accessible.
The newly redesigned website will be available April
25th and members who view the site will have an opportunity to give feedback via popup forms during
the first week after the launch of the site. Those who provide feedback will be entered in a random
drawing for a $25 Amazon Gift card.

New SGIP Logo
As part of this effort, we have dusted off and updated our SGIP logo design. The new SGIP logo will be
launched with our newly designed website, on April 25, 2016.
You will begin to see this new SGIP logo design as we transition our templates and SGIP materials,
especially in upcoming SGIP promotion for our annual conference the 2016 Grid Modernization Summit.
In the meantime, if you are an SGIP member, you can access the art file for the new logo in the Kavi
collaboration site by clicking here.
If you have any questions about using the new SGIP, please contact Lesley Strand
at lstrand@sgip.org.

Upcoming SGIP Events

Save the Date for the SGIP

WHAT: 2016 Grid Modernization Summit
WHEN: November 7 through Nov 10, 2016
WHERE: The Capital Hilton, Washington, DC
WHO: Everyone! Members and non-members can attend
Taking into consideration our member's feedback from last year's conference, we are pleased
to announce that this year the SGIP annual conference will be held at the Capital Hilton in
downtown Washington, DC.
The conference is named the 2016 Grid Modernization Summit and the conference theme is
"Accelerating Transformation."



Like last year, the conference will include 1 ½ days of an executive forum on Tuesday
and Wednesday Nov 8th and 9th followed by Working Group and Committee meetings
on Wednesday and Thursday, Nov 9th and 10th.



The Vendor Expo will be held on Tuesday and Wednesday Nov 8th and 9th with setup
on Sunday and Monday Nov 6th and 7th.



The SGIP Annual Member and Board meeting will be held Monday afternoon,
November 7th.



The utility only Grid Management Working Group will also meet on Monday, November
7th from 8am to 5pm.

So plan to join us, mark your calendars and save the date.
Registration for the summit opens on May 13, 2016. More details to come.
Click here to view the Capital Hilton, the hotel and venue for the 2016 Grid Modernization
Summit.
Contact Gabrielle Puccio at gpuccio@sgip.org if you have any questions.

SGIP 2016 Sponsorship Opportunities
This year we have a comprehensive Sponsorship program to assist you in creating a brand
presence for your company, while supporting SGIP and our focus on accelerating grid
modernization.
Sponsorship options vary in size and cost to allow every company to participate in branding and
promotion at the SGIP 2016 Grid Modernization Summit.

Click here to review our Sponsor Prospectus. Contact Steven Derochers (steven@jaguarexpo.com to sign up for sponsorships.

SGIP 2016 Exhibitor Opportunities
Our attendees appreciate the shared experience and sense of community the 2016 Grid
Modernization Summit fosters, and our exhibitors are a vital part of making it happen.
Like last year there will be a Vendor Expo throughout the summit, where our utility, vendor and
technology partners will demonstrate the interoperability of grid devices and their progress on
collaborative microgrid projects.
There are 25 available positions in the Vendor Expo, so take advantage of the opportunity to
showcase your accomplishments amongst other industry collaborators with skin in the game.
Click here to review our Exhibitor Prospectus. Contact Steven Derochers (steven@jaguarexpo.com to sign up for space. Availability is first come, first served.
Contact Gabrielle Puccio at gpuccio@sgip.org if you have any questions.

SGIP-Hosted Events

Grid Management Utilities Only Working Meetings
The following is a list of upcoming Grid Management Working Group meetings. If you have not already
joined the working group, interested utilities should contact Sharon Allan at sallan@sgip.org.
Lesley Strand is responsible for distributing “outlook calendar” invites for the upcoming Grid
Management Working Group meetings. If you are a utility and have already joined this working group,
but are not receiving the calendar invites, please email Lesley at lstrand@sgip.org to request the
meeting invites.
May 19, 2016, Chicago, IL
Grid Management Meeting focused on Distributed Energy Resource Control Functions and
Operations with high penetration of DER
This utility-only meeting will focus on requirements for DER control functions. The meeting will be held
at ComEd in Chicago at 440 South La Salle Street, Chicago, IL 60605, Room #302. Interested utilities
should contact Sharon Allan at sallan@sgip.org. You must have prior security clearance in order to
gain access.
June 23, 2016, Location: San Jose, CA
Grid Management Meeting focused on Adaptive Protective Functions
This utility-only grid management group meeting will convene to discuss requirements for new adaptive

protective functions with high penetration of DER. The meeting will be hosted by PG&E. Meeting
details to follow. Interested utilities should contact Sharon Allan at sallan@sgip.org.
August 25, 2016, Charlotte, NC
Grid Management Meeting focused on Microgrid Functions/Operations
This meeting will be hosted by Duke in Charlotte, NC. The group will convene to focus on requirements
for Microgrid control functions.

More SGIP-Hosted Events
April 26, 11 AM, EDT
SGIP Privacy Subgroup Meeting—ISU "PowerCyber" Testbed (for SGIP Members only)
Doug Jacobson and/or Manimaran Govindarasu from Iowa State University will speak about the
"PowerCyber" testbed they built to help researchers, industry engineers and students learn to protect
the cyber security of the power grid. The testbed will do vulnerability analysis, risk assessment, attackdefense evaluations and other tests. The goal is to help create a future electric power grid that is secure
and resilient.
This is a great opportunity to learn more about both the new cybersecurity and privacy threats that
these researchers are discovering, how they are addressing them, and how utilities and other players
within the Smart Grid can use what they are developing for cybersecurity and privacy.
For details about the meeting, contact Rebecca Herold rebeccaherold@rebeccaherold.com.
To read more about the ISU Test Bed go to: http://bit.ly/1WaSJuu

May 11, Washington, DC
SGIP and US Department of Energy Joint Meeting at NEMA's Facility to bring together industry
leaders of diverse backgrounds to discuss the new landscape that grid modernization and home IoT
creates.
We invite you to join the discussion on what has changed due to this new dynamic, what paradigms and
approaches need reconsideration, and how enhanced connectivity can be leveraged for benefits to
customers and the grid alike. Our initial discussion is intended to synthesize a set of high level issues in
both business and technical domains that will enhance our collective understanding and set a path for
progress in the next 9 months.
The meeting will be held at the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) headquarters on
May 11th from 8:30am-5pm. The location of NEMA's facility is: 1300 17th St N., Arlington, VA 22209
To participate in this meeting, please contact Sharon Allan directly at sallan@sgip.org.

Where SGIP is Speaking
SGIP thought leaders are speaking at the following events:
May 18- 21, Shenzhen, China
7th Asia-Pacific InternationalSymposium on Electromagnetic Compatibility & Signal Integrity and
TechnicalExhibition (APEMC 2016)
SGIP Speaker: Don Heirman

The APEMC 2016 Symposium will cover both traditional and emerging topics of electromagnetic
compatibility, offer a rich scientific program of highest quality with invited speakers from all over the
world and provide a broad forum of exchange for both academia and industry.
In addition to giving the Smart Grid tutorial, Don will give an update on SGIP, our membership and
current initiatives.
June 21-23, San Jose, CA
GridEdge Summit
SGIP Speakers: Members ComEd, Duke, CPS Energy, Honeywell, Enbala, Itron, and National
Grid

Industry News

Will Smart Cities & Smart Grids
Be Interoperable?
As Internet of Things (IoT) technologies become more widely deployed, the implications for Smart Grids
and Smart Cities are profound. Will these technologies be interoperable? Or will individual projects and
sectors find themselves operating in separate siloes?
Many of the same issues that are driving the work of the SGIP are relevant to those working in the
Smart Cities and IoT communities. Here are updates on two Smart City-related programs that involve a
wide range of organizations and may be of special interest to SGIP members.
Global City Teams Challenge (GCTC)
The GCTC “Tech Jam” (March 22-23, 2016, Gaithersburg, Maryland) drew more than 300 participants
from four continents. The two-day conference featured more than 60 mini-presentations from current
“action cluster” teams on their projects—ranging from flood and storm surge prediction to crime
prevention, and from smart transit hubs to smart garbage monitoring systems. In addition to the flurry of
mini-presentations on the first day, there were several sets of keynote presentations and panel
discussions that featured federal government officials, industry and non-profit leaders, and financial
experts. As in previous GCTC events, the second day was devoted to breakout sessions, where
participants described their particular smart city interests and sought additional partners for existing or
new projects.
The GCTC program, organized by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and US
Ignite, has organizational partners from the federal government, industry, and the non-profit
sectors. The program’s goal—as further described in a blog post by the program’s leader, Dr. Sokwoo
Rhee, NIST—is to bring teams of cities together, ensuring that the solutions that emerge meet real
needs, and connects them to experts in industry and academia to put the private sector in the lead on
innovation.

The next milestone for the GCTC program is a GCTC Expo scheduled for June 13-14, 2016, in Austin,
Texas. (Registration information available online.)
There is still time to register and participate in the GCTC 2016 Challenge. For details on how to
participate, please visit the GCTC Participation Guide.
A video archive of all Tech Jam presentations is now available online, and copies of the presentation
slides are also available online.
IoT-Enabled Smart City Framework (IES-City Framework)
The international technical public working group to help develop an IoT-Enabled Smart City Framework
(IES-City Framework) was launched March 24-25, 2016, during an event on the NIST campus in
Gaithersburg, MD. The U.S. event, held immediately following the GCTC Tech Jam, drew 70
participants. A parallel European kick-off event was held April 14-15, 2016, in Rome, Italy.
Describing the purpose and importance of the IES-City Framework, Dr. Martin Burns, NIST lead for this
project, said, “Many organizations are currently developing platforms, architectures, and standards for
Internet of Things (IoT) and smart city applications. With dozens of unconnected standardization and
specification activities competing for attention and market share throughout the world, the likelihood of
easy integration of new features from other parties may be impractical due to incompatible technologies
and the large technical distance to integration.”
The Framework effort will identify pivotal points of interoperability (PPIs)—common technical choices
addressing stakeholder concerns—which will help the full spectrum of standards and deployment
activities to cooperate and harmonize their efforts. The working group is organized into three
subgroups that will be working on the first stage of the framework process:





Application Framework Subgroup
Consensus PPI Subgroup
Deployed PPI Subgroup

Meeting online in regularly scheduled webinars, the three subgroups will prepare working drafts related
to their specific focus. The three drafts will then be combined, integrated, and refined. According to
Burns, the aggressive goal is to release in the fall a first draft of the framework document for comment.
Participation in the subgroups and framework activity is open to anyone. More details about each
subgroup, including information on how to participate, are available online.
NIST has set up a collaboration website for the project and a briefing paper providing more information
on the project. An email list has been established for interested parties to join to be informed and
discuss the project. For additional information, please contact Dr. Martin J. Burns.

Commerce Department Announces
“Request for Public Comment” on IoT
What are the potential benefits and challenges of the Internet of Things (IoT) technologies? And what is
the proper role for the federal government in fostering IoT’s advancement?
In a Federal Register Notice published April 6, 2016, the Commerce Department’s National
Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) requests comments on these issues. On
behalf of the Commerce Department and as part of its Digital Economy Agenda, NTIA is seeking broad
input from all interested stakeholders, including private industry, researchers, academia, and civil
society.

The Request for Comment includes more than 25 questions covering a wide range of subjects from
technology and infrastructure to policy issues and international engagement. After analyzing the
comments, which are due by May 23, the Commerce Department will issue a “green paper” that
identifies key issues impacting deployment of these technologies, highlights potential benefits and
challenges, and identifies possible roles for the federal government in fostering the advancement of IoT
technologies in partnership with the private sector.

Update on the Transactive Energy Challenge:
SGIP Webinar and May 2016 TE Conference
The topic of transactive energy is receiving increased attention these days, as evidenced by the large
audience (more than 100 attendees) at SGIP’s February 23 webinar, “Transactive Energy Getting
Real?” The webinar, organized by NIST’s David Holmberg, highlighted the recent progress of three of
the seven teams participating in the NIST Transactive Energy Modeling and Simulation Challenge for
the Smart Grid (TE Challenge).
The webinar featured:





A review of the draft white paper from the TE Business and Regulatory Models team
An update on plans and deliverables from the TE Demo for Microgrid Energy
Management team
An introduction to a new effort in the OpenADR Alliance to develop Transactive ADR

The recording and slides for the webinar are now available online.
Update on the TE Challenge:
Transactive Energy Challenge Teams Presentations
All seven of SGIP’s Transactive Energy Challenge teams will make presentations at “Transactive
Energy Systems: Harnessing Flexibility in an Evolving Electric Power System (TES 2016) on May 1719, in Portland, OR .” The conference is sponsored by the GridWise Architecture Council (GWAC)
and Smart Grid Northwest. Registration information is available online.

Industry Events
Third International Conference
and Workshop on Transactive
Energy Systems
The GridWise® Architecture Council will
convene the Third International Conference
and Workshop on Transactive Energy
Systems in Portland, Oregon, on May 17 - 19
the World Trade Center. The theme for this
year's conference will be "Transactive Energy

May 17-19, Portland, OR

Systems: Harnessing Flexibility in an Evolving
Electric Power System." Click here for more
information.
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